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Custom Dynamics has broadened their offering of plug-and-play brake light strobe units to include two for the newer 
Harley models.  The Magic Strobes ‘RSG GEN2 Magic Brake Light Flasher’ and ‘LTP GEN2 Magic Brake Light Flasher’.  
The value of these for protecting your ‘six’ can’t be overstated.  
 
Some may recall the review written back in 2011 on the original Magic Strobes Brake Light Flasher for the pre-’14 Harley 
models.  Also plug and play, with 10 rider selectable strobe/flash patterns (when used with LEDs).  These new units are 
similar, but updated, for the ’14-’15 models. 
 
The RSG version controls the lower brake lights on ‘14-‘15 Street Glide & Street Glide Special; Road Glide & Road Glide 
Special; Electra Glide Ultra Classic/Lo & Ultra Limited/Lo.  Caution here – the RSG is only compatible with LED lights.  In 
addition to controlling the stock lower brake lights, it can also control properly installed Fillerz and Plasma Rods.  There 
are switches that allow you to select having the brake strobe/flash pattern on the center taillight only, rear turns only, or 
rear turns & center taillight - and - you still have the 10 strobe/flash patterns to choose from.  It’s updated with ‘Smart 
Function’ – if your turn signal is on - the unit will not strobe/flash the opposite turn signal; while the center light (if so 
equipped) will continue to strobe/flash, so there is no confusion behind you about which way you’re turning or that your 
stopping. 
 
The LTP version controls the center brake section of the Tour Pak mounted LED light bar on '14:-'15 Electric Glide Ultra 
Classic/Lo & Ultra Limited/Lo; Road Glide Ultra CVO; Limited CVO; and Trikes.  The LTP also has the 10 selectable 
patterns.  Highly recommend, if using both on the same bike, to select the same pattern to not completely drive those 
behind you nuts.  Frankly, also believe having both using the same pattern is more effective. 
 
Both units are simple plug and play installation.  Remove the seat, find the appropriate stock connector (for the RSG, it’s 
the rear lighting connector about center, near the backrest mounting area; for the LTP, the connector is directly in front of 
the Tour Pak).  Uncouple the stock connector, plug in the mated connectors from the respective strobe unit, dial in your 
pattern and, for the RSG, select which lights you want it to control.  That’s it. 
 
For review purposes – each unit was installed on a different bike to allow viewing independently.  Remember, though, 
both can be installed on the same bike for even more visibility.   
 
This LINK will take you to a short video of the LTP unit.  The test bike here has the stock Tour Pak LED light bar, with the 
center main brake light upgraded to CD’s LED version and Fillerz also added.  (Sorry about the video quality – keeps 
getting washed out by those dang bright CD LED lights <grin>). 
 
This LINK will take you to a short video of the RSG unit.  Note that all of the lower lights (the main, the Fillerz, the fender 
tip and the saddle bag lights) are all controlled by the strobe unit; but, remember, you have control of which are controlled 
either by the switches on the unit or where you tap into the wiring for the extras (like the Fillerz and/or saddlebag lights).  
Very versatile.   
 
Highly recommend either, or both, of these strobes unit.  Very noticeable; increasing your visibility, and thereby your 
safety.  As always, high quality from CD. Backed by a 5 year warranty.  Allows you to ride bright and safer.  Never give 
mine up willingly.  Be remiss if it wasn’t mentioned – you’ll also enjoy the wonderful customer service CD provides. 
 
Ride bright, ride safe, ride often. 
 
Respectfully,  
 
-bogie 
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